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Abstract. In order to calculate the meshing stiffness of the cycloidal pump's rotor, a method of relationship that 
deduces two generating curtate epicycloid is proposed, the radius values of the inner rotor's actual tooth profile 
curvature was calculated and analyzed; Based on the formula of Hertz, the cycloidal pump rotor's meshing stiffness 
calculation formula is inferred, the changing curve of cycloidal pump rotor's meshing stiffness is made, some 
important parameters on its meshing stiffness are studied, the maximum value of meshing stiffness is when the outer 
rotor mesh with inner rotor's outer convex profile curve, and the minimum value is when the outer rotor mesh with 
the center of inner rotor's inner concave.   

1 Introduction 
Cycloidal pump is also called the cycloidal gear pump. 
Compared with other ordinary gear pumps, it has lots of 
advantages,such as compact structure, low noise, good 
self-priming performance, and suitable for high speed etc, 
and developed rapidly in recent years, widely used in 
food, textile, chemical, machinery and other industries. 
To accurately calculate the contact stress produced by the 
inner and outer rotor in cycloidal pump, the computation 
and analysis of the meshing stiffness is indispensable. 

Reference [1] and [2] regard tooth inter-atomic forces 
and the displacement of mesh point in normal direction as 
direct ratio, which means the meshing stiffness is a fixed 
value. Due to the number of gear teeth of cycloidal pump 
rotor in the process of meshing is periodical change, its 
meshing force between the rotors is periodical. at the 
same time, the rotor tooth of the cycloidal pump's 
meshing stiffness is also cyclical change, solving the 
meshing stiffness of cycloidal pump rotors plays an 
important role in improving the transmission accuracy 
and analysis of the machine dynamic performance. 
Reference [3] formulates the mesh stiffness model of the 
RV reduction gears cycloidal-pin wheel's transmission 
pair based on Hertz formula and involute gear's 
transmission pair based on Shi Chuan formula, 
respectively. Reference [4] has an analysis and correction 
of single tooth meshing stiffness in reference [3], getting 
a new stiffness calculation formula; Reference [5] 
calculate ring-plate-type gear planetary drive's meshing 
stiffness by a tooth profile meshing analysis method 
taking clearance into account. 

This paper researches the derivation relationship 
between two methods of generating short of epicycloid 
method, and then establishes the model of cycloidal 
pump rotor's meshing stiffness, getting each meshing 

tooth's meshing stiffness, and analyses its influencing 
factors. 

2 The formation of curtate epicycloid 
Cycloidal pump rotor pair is composed of a couple of 
internal meshing rotor as shown in Fig. 1. The outer rotor 
is internal gear and tooth profile curve is a certain number 
of equal distribution of circular arc curve; The inner rotor 
is external gear and its tooth profile curve is the 
equidistant curve of curtate epicycloid. There are two 
kinds of curtate epicycloid forming method: the forming 
method of two circle's inner gearing and the forming 
method of two circle's outer gearing [6], [7]. 

 
Figure 1. The cycloidal pump. 

2.1 The relationship between two kinds of forming 

method of the cycloidal tooth profile.  
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Two ways of forming cycloidal tooth profile are different, 
but as long as reaching a certain conditions, it can form 
the same curtate epicycloid. This paper proposes a new 
proof method on the basis of reference [6] and [7] as  
shown in Fig. 2:

Point bO , gO  is the center of circle 1 and circle 2 , 
respectively. 

b
r , 

g
r  is the radius of circle 1 and circle 2 , 

respectively, what s more,
gb

rr � , circle 1 and circle 2 
inscribes. Point 2P  is the tangency point, draw a circle 
tangent to circle 1 (circle 2) go through point 2P ; draw a 
circle using bO  as the center and rRR ��r  as the radius, 
the above two lines intersect at point M . It can regard the 
track of point M  as the track of point M  connected to the 
rolling outside in fixed plane trajectory, when a radius of 

b
r  rolling goes along the base circle with a radius of 

g
r

for pure roll. 
Connect the line MO

b
 and MP2 , respectively. Draw 

the parallel line of line MO
b

 through point gO ; Draw the 
parallel line of line 

gb
OO  through point M , the above two 

lines intersect at point O . It is easy to know that 
quadrilateral MOOO bg  is a parallelogram. Draw a circle 
using gO  as the center and R  as the radius; Draw a circle 
using gO  as the center and R  as the radius; Therefore, it
can also regard the track of point M  as the track of point 
M  connected to the rolling outside in fixed plane 
trajectory, when a radius of r  rolling goes along the base 
circle with a radius of R  for pure roll, the eccentricity 

gb rre �� . 

Figure 2. The Formation method of two kinds of curtate 
epicycloid.

Because of the quadrilateral MOOO bg is a parallelogram, 
two rolling radius 

b
r , r and two base circle radius 

g
r , R

have the following relationships:  
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Thus, the forming method of two circle's inner 
gearing and the forming method of two circle's outer 
gearing can be formed the same curtate epicycloid as 
long as meeting the above conditions. 

2.2 The curve equation of inner rotor 

The curve equation of the inner rotor's theoretic tooth 
profile can be expressed as: 
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The curve equation of the inner rotor's actual tooth 
profile can be expressed as: 
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In the equation: rR is the outer rotor tooth profile 
uniform circular radius, rRR ��r , 2Z  is the tooth number 
of outer rotor, 1Z  is the tooth number of inner rotor, e  is 
the eccentricity, a  is the outer rotor tooth profile radius, 
	  is the parameter. 

Fig. 3 shows that the inner rotor's practical and 
theoretical contour line with rR =55mm, 2Z =7, e =5mm, 
a =20mm:  

Figure 3. Practical and theoretical contour line of inner rotor

2.3 The curvature radius of the inner rotor's actual 

contour

The inner rotor's actual contour has outer convex and 
inner concave two cases as shown in Fig. 3. The 
curvature radius of the inner rotor's actual contour is 
equal to the curvature radius of the inner rotor's theoretic 
tooth profile plus the outer rotor tooth profile radius,
then 
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In the equation: 
a
�  is the curvature radius of the inner 

rotor's theoretic tooth profile, 
b
�  is the curvature radius 

of the inner rotor's actual contour, k  is the curtate ratio. 
Fig. 4 shows that the curvature radius curve of the 

inner rotor's actual contour with k =0.64, 2Z =7, 
a =20mm, Rr =55mm: 

Figure 4. Practical and theoretical contour line of inner rotor.

Due to the curve equation of the inner rotor's actual 
tooth profile appears outer convex and inner concave two 
cases, alternately. The radius of curvature value also 
appears plus and minus two cases, alternately. The value 
is located at 5,,1,0,

2703
��� kk

 or 6,,2,1,
2703

��� kk
 , in 

addition, this process requires very little time, it can 
approximate think that the curve has no sharp point and 
doesn't produce cross phenomenon. The radius of 
curvature value is positive on the inner concave, the 
minimum value is located at 5,,1,0,

3
��kk

 , the radius of 

curvature value is negative on the outer convex, the 
minimum value is located at 5,,1,0,

403
��� kk

 or

6,,2,1,
403

��� kk
 ; Compared to the inner concave, the 

outer convex part's amplitude of variation is more less, 
the process is longer, and has two peaks of wave in a 
cycle. 

3 The meshing stiffness between the 
cycloidal rotors

3.1 The analysis of the deformation length 

The tooth profile curve what the outer rotor is meshing is 
the circular arc curve as shown in Fig. 1, and can be seen 

as cylinder. The tooth profile curve what the inner rotor is 
meshing has outer convex and inner concave two cases.
The mesh transmission between the cycloidal rotors 
proceeds by line contact.In consideration of elastic 
deformation, the elastic deformation in the contact is a 
small area regional, the contact segment between inner 
rotor and outer rotor is arc. With regard to the mesh 
between inner rotor and outer rotor, it can assume that the 
deformation length is L2 , the tooth width is B as shown 
in Fig. 5, so it can be calculated by Hertz formula[4] .
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Here: 

b
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When the inner rotor meshing profile is outer convex, 
the inner rotor and outer rotor is external contact, where 
the choose +.

When the inner rotor meshing profile is inner concave, 
the inner rotor and outer rotor is internal contact, where 
the choose -.

In the equation: a  is the radius of curvature of outer 
rotor at contact point, that's the outer rotor tooth profile 
radius, F  is the force at contact point, 1� , 2� is the 
cycloid inner rotor and outer rotor material's 
poisson ratio, 1E , 2E is the cycloid inner rotor and outer 
rotor material's elasticity modulus, B  is the rotor tooth 
width. 

Figure 5. The extrusion deformation of the inner and outer rotor.

Due to the cycloid inner rotor and outer rotor material 
is the same, it can define 21 ��� ��  , 21 EEE �� , then the 
(6), can be simplified as follows: 

BE

F


�� 218L �
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3.2 The calculation of meshing stiffness 
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3.2.1 The mesh between the outer rotor and inner 
rotor’s outer convex profile curve 

The mesh between the outer rotor and inner rotor's outer 
convex profile curve. From the analysis of single outer 
rotor meshing stiffness in Fig. 5:

222)( aLta
Z

���                                   (8)

In the equation: Zt is the extrusion deformation degree 
of the outer rotor in the radial direction. 
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Use Taylor formula at the point 0)( 2 �
a

L , ignore the 

higher order infinitesimal, and put the (7), into it: 
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Therefore, single outer rotor meshing stiffness is 
obtained: 
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Similarly, use Taylor formula at the point 0)( 2

b
�

�
L ,

ignore the higher order infinitesimal, and single inner 
rotor meshing stiffness is obtained: 
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In conclusion, single inner rotor and outer rotor 
meshing stiffness can be written as 
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3.2.2 The mesh between the outer rotor and inner 
rotor's inner concave profile curve 

From the analysis of single outer rotor meshing stiffness 
in Fig. 5:
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In the equation: Zt  is the extrusion deformation degree 
of the outer rotor in the radial direction. 
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Use Taylor formula at the point 0)( 2 �
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L , ignore the 

higher order infinitesimal, and put the (7),  into it: 
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Therefore, single outer rotor meshing stiffness is 
obtained: 
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Similarly, use Taylor formula at the point 0)( 2
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ignore the higher order infinitesimal, and single inner 
rotor meshing stiffness is obtained: 
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In conclusion, single inner rotor and outer rotor 
meshing stiffness can be written as 
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3.2.3 The cycloid rotors meshing stiffness  

From the above, the cycloid rotors meshing stiffness 
s

K  is given as 
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4 Analysis Example
According to (20), the rotor tooth width B , the cycloid 
rotor material's poisson ratio and elasticity modulus 
determines the maximum mesh stiffness between cycloid 
rotors. The rotor tooth width B  and meshing stiffness are 
proportional relationship, poisson ratio �  and elasticity 
modulus E  ratio is associated with the material of cycloid 
rotors. The majority of cycloid pumps' inner rotor teeth is 
6 in practical application, this paper uses this kind of 
cycloidal pump to analyze. According to reference [8],
the better value range of curtate ratio is from 0.50 to 0.75. 
In this range, cycloidal pump has higher bearing capacity,  
less wear and tear. The selection of system parameters is 
shown in Table 1. 

Table. 1 The design parameters 
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As shown in Fig. 6, use the curtate ratio k=0.55,
k=0.64, k=0.73 as variables to make a , b , c three curve. 
The theoretical value of the meshing stiffness cycle is 

3/ , the meshing stiffness cycle in Fig. 6 is also 3/ . 
When the outer rotor mesh with inner rotor's outer 
convex profile curve, the meshing stiffness is constant, as 
well as the maximum value, the minimum value is when 
the outer rotor mesh with the center of inner rotor's inner 
concave, it's 5,,1,0,

63
���� kk

	 . In a cycle, the meshing 

stiffness remains the same in most of the time, its value 
varies considerably in other time, the greater the curtate 
ratio, the smaller the minimum value of meshing stiffness,
and smaller variation as well. 

Figure 6. The meshing stiffness changing curve of different 
curtate ratio.

5 Conclusions
This paper researches the cycloidal pump, and gets the 
following conclusions: 

Proposes a new method of relationship that deduces 
two generating curtate epicycloid.  

Deduce the method of cycloid pump rotor's meshing 
stiffness, and get the rotor tooth width and meshing 
stiffness are proportional relationship.

The maximum value of meshing stiffness is when the 
outer rotor mesh with inner rotor's outer convex profile 
curve, and the minimum value is when the outer rotor 
mesh with the center of inner rotor's inner concave,it's 

5,,1,0,
63

���� kk
	 . The greater the curtate ratio,the 

smaller the minimum value of meshing stiffness, and 
smaller variation as well. 
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